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3.

4 Q. Please state your name and address.

5 A. My name is John H. Lichtblau and my business address is 122

6 East 42nd Street, New York, New York 10168.

7 Q. What is your position?
/ •

g A. I am President of Petroleum Industry Research Associates,

9> Inc. (PIRA).

^g Q. Please describe PIRA's work.

•Q A. PIRA is a private energy consulting f i r m which I founded in

•i 2 1976. It provides clients with information on topics of

2 current interest in the petroleum industry. The emphasis in

14 PIRA's work is on the market aspects of the energy sector -

-,r supply/demand, pricing, competition and strategic market

16 planning. PIRA has some 80 clients including about 15 in

-,-j various foreign countries. We analyze the world's major

•j_8 crude oil and ref ined product markets as well as the U.S.

•j^g and Canadian gas marke t s on an ongoing basis for our

2 0 > clients. We also provide our clients short term, medium

21. term, and long term energy forecasts on a regular basis,

22. with special emphasis on oil and natural gas. In addition

23. to client consulting, PIRA has undertaken a number of major

24. multi-client studies on such subjects as U.S. natural gas,

25. U.S. and fore ign residual fue l oil and the world liquid

26 . petroleum gas (LPG) marke t . In all of these studies we
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1. analyzed current and historic developments and made 10-15

2. year projections of supply, demand, and price.

3. Q. Please describe your educational and professional background,

4. A. I am an economist by education and a petroleum economist by

5. profession. A detailed history of both is set out in

6. Exhibi t JHL-1.

7. For the last twenty-seven years, I have been involved

8. in the petroleum industry. I began as a petroleum economist

9. wi th the Walter J. Levy Consultant Corp. where I co-authored

10. a major report on coal/fuel oil competition and contributed

11. to a monthly review of the international oil situation. I

12. then became Executive Director of Petroleum Industry

.3. Research Foundation, Inc. (PIRINC) , a non-profit

14. organizat ion which provides objective analysis on a broad

15. range of issues dealing with the petroleum industry. I

16. became President of PIRINC in 1980.

17. My work wi th PIRA and PIRINC has introduced me to an

18. ever widening area of the petroleum industry. In

19. particular, I have studied the pricing strategies of both

20. international and national oil companies, the ef fec ts of

21. governmental policy on energy development and the economics

22. of energy development.

23. I have lectured, presented papers, test if ied before

24. Congressional committees, wr i t t en articles, appeared on

25. radio and TV programs, participated in National Petroleum

2 6• Council (NPC) studies, and consulted to
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governments/companies on many aspects of the energy

industry. Among the various FIRING publications which I

authored or co-authored were several dealing specifically

with the economics of oil exploration and production. These

included a report entitled "Exploration Activities of the

Major Oil Companies," published in 1983, and a report

entitled "The Role of Major Oil Companies and Independent

Producers in Domestic Exploration Activities," published in

1976. Both reports were widely quoted in industry

publications and were read into the Congressional Record. I

have also authored a FIRING study entitled "The Tax Burden »+y^

of the Oil and Gas Producing Industry," which analyzed the

various local, state and federal taxes paid by the producing

segment of the domestic petroleum industry.

In the area of forecasting, I would like to call

attention to two reports of mine which were widely quoted at

the time of publication. The first was commissioned by the

Electric Power Research Institute, and published by it in

May 1978. Its title is Outlook for World Oil into the 21s£"

Century. I co-authored this study together with Professor

Helmut Frank of the University of Arizona. The second was a

paper entitled "Oil's Role in the Energy Future" which I

gave at the llth World Petroleum Congress, held in London

in September 1983. I also testified on the subject of the

world petroleum outlook before the U.S. Senate Committee on

Energy and Natural Resources in 1982. In 1979 I testified
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1. before committees of the Senate and the House of

2. Representatives on decontrol of domestic crude oil prices

3. and on the Windfall Profit Tax on crude oil. All requests

4. for these testimonies were initiated by the respective

5. committee chairmen.

6. Outside of my work with PIRA and FIRING, my oil-related

7. activities include membership on the Board of Directors of

8. Snyder Oil Company, an independent U.S. crude oil and gas

9. producer, membership on the Board of Directors of the

10. Eberstadt Energy-Resources Fund, an investment fund

11. specializing in securities in the energy industry, and

12. consultant to the President of ENI, the Italian national oil

.3. company.

14. Q. Have you ever appeared as an expert witness?

15. A. Yes. I was an expert witness on the subject of oil prices

16. before a federal court and before several arbitration

17. boards. I also testified at Department of the Interior

18. hearings on federal offshore lease sales in California and

19. Alaska.

20. Q. What is the subject of your testimony in this Phase I Remand

21. proceeding?

22. A. I have been requested by the respondents to address Issues

23. Ill and IV as set out in their Prehearing Stipulation, at

24. pp. 19-20 and p. 29 respectively. I will f i r s t discuss the

25. relationship between the level of the TAPS t a r i f f s and the

2 6 - price of petroleum products paid by consumers. I will focus
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1. on the price of Alaskan North Slope (ANS) crude paid by the

2. ref iner because that is the t ransfer point at which the

3. e f fec t of the t a r i f f , if any, would be most readily apparent.

4. My testimony will then address the effect of the filed

5. t a r i f f rates on North Slope development. I will examine

6. historical evidence of North Slope development to date as

7. well as analyze the exploration and development

g. decision-making processes to determine if a change in the

9. level of the t a r i f f rates will play a role in the decision

10. to bid for and explore a lease or in the decision to develop

11. a f ield. The standard I will use to judge this role is

12. whether the level of the rates is "of crucial significance"

3. to these decisions. "Of crucial significance" is the

14. standard established by the Commission in its TAPS Remand

15. Orde r , and, in the context of this proceeding, I interpret a

16. .factor to be of crucial significance if it is a critical

17. factor in making a decision.

18.

19. The Effect of the TAPS Tariff on the Consumer

20.

21. Q. In general what determines the price of domestic crude oil

22. to a re f iner in the United States?

23. A. A U.S. r e f i n e r ' s domestic crude oil price is essentially

24. determined by the price of imported crude. Like most

25. commodities traded under competitive m a r k e t conditions, the

26. pr ice of crude oil is, in the broadest terms, determined by
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1. the price of the marginal supply source, that is by the

2. lowest price at which an additional barrel of oil could be

3. bought. The U.S. is unable to meet all its requirements for

4. crude from domestic sources. In 1982, for example, net ..-

5. imports represented 28% of the crude run by U.S. refiners.

6. Thus foreign producers are the marginal supply source for

7. the U.S. crude market. Hence, the delivered price of

8. foreign oil essentially sets the maximum U.S. oil price,

9. with due allowances for quality differentials.

10. Q. Are there different types of markets for crude oil in the

11. United States?

12. A. There are two types of ma rke t s . f o r crude - a spot market and

3. a term, or contract, market . At any particular point in
\JE*~i_ "icj

14. time the prices in the two markets will^be different, but

15. over time the average prices in each market will tend to

16. equate. A refiner may buy crude from each market. The

17. exact mix will be dependent upon its own refineries,

18. downstream markets, attitude toward risk and so on.

19. In the spot market, sales are usually for just one

20. parcel or cargo of crude. Prices are determined by market

21- conditions and are very sensitive to changes in those

22. conditions. In the spot market, the equivalence between

23. domestic crude prices and foreign crude prices is quite

24. clear.

"• In the contract marke t , transactions are made for more

^°* extended periods. Prices for lower-48 U .S . crudes are
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1. quoted at the wellhead and are publicly posted by refiners.

2. Prices for foreign crudes generally are quoted F.O.B. and

3. are set and announced by government agencies in the

4. producing countries. Thus, in this type of market, prices

5. are set at the supply source. The relationship between U.S.

6. and foreign prices is similar but less close than in the

7. spot market because contract prices are inherently more

8. rigid. This rigidity applies particularly to the contract

9. prices of foreign crudes, which are mostly determined within

10. the general pricing framework of OPEC, whose function is the

11. coordination and protection of producer export prices. U.S.

12. posted prices invariably move with changes in official sales

3. prices of major foreign crudes but not always

14. instantaneously or by precisely the same amount.

15. Q. Does a U.S. refiner pay a different price for different

16. crudes because they incur different transportation costs to

17. that refiner's geographic area?

18. A. No, in general a refiner does not. Any crude must be

19. competitive with the delivered price of the marginal crude

20. in the refiner's geographic area, regardless of whether the

21. competing crude has a higher or lower transportation cost

22. than the marginal crude.

23. Q. YOU explained that the price in the contract market is set

24. at the supply source. How is it that there is parity among

25. the delivered prices of crude bought in each area by a U.S.

26. refiner in the contract market?
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1. A. Each producer wants to ensure that its crudes are

2. competitive in the market which it regards as its principal

3. or most important export market. The producer therefore

4. calculates the delivered cost of the marginal crude in that

5. export market. Then its F.O.B. price is set at a level

6. which does not exceed delivered price minus the cost of

7. transporting its crude to that export market. This standard

8. practice in oil price determination is commonly referred to

9. as a "netback" calculation in the oil industry. The U.S. is

10. the principal or the price-setting export market for many of

11. the crudes which it imports. Therefore, the F.O.B. prices

12. of these imported crudes are set to allow the crudes to be

3. competitive in the U.S.

14. Q. Which are the principal geographical areas where Alaskan

15. North Slope crude oil is sold?

16. A. Since ANS crude oil cannot be exported, the nearest

17. principal sales area for Alaskan crude oil is the West

18. Coast, which has a substantial indigenous crude oil deficit

19. — at least 3/4 of a million B/D in 1982. Any ANS -shipments
\

20. which cannot be absorbed at the West Coast go to the Gulf
v —'• - _-. --•- -- "

t>

21. and East Coasts and also to the U.S. Virgin Islands and

22. Puerto Rico. By far the largest of these sales areas is the

23. Gulf Coast. The distribution of ANS shipments from the
I f

24• Alaskan Loading Port of Valdez in 1982 is given in Table 1:

25.

26.



North Slope Loadings at Valdez
(Thousands of Barrels Per Day)

Destination January February March
Percent Che
Feb. - Ma:

West Coast JL/
Panama
Virgin Islands 2/ 175
Hawaii
Total

768
677 -

/ 175 i
18 I

( 47%)
( 41%)
t 11%)
f 1%)

710 I
792 1
63 !
76 1

[ 43%)
[ 48%)
( 4%)
[ 5%)

798
809
50 i
36 1

( 13%)
( 48%)
C 3%)
[ 2%)

1,638 (100%) 1,641 (100%) 1,693 (100%)

I/ Includes occasional Alaska shipments.
2/ Foreign-flag shipments via Cape Horn.

Thousands of Barrels Per Day

Panama "Canal
Transits

Gulf Coast
East Coast
Puerto Rico
Total

January

498 ( 72%)
115 ( 16%)
82 ( 12%)

February

450 ( 71%)
100 ( 16%)
83 ( 13%)

March

566 ( 69%)
188 { 23%)
64 ( 8%)

695 (100%) 633 (100%) 818 (100%)

Percent Chan
Feb., .-. Mar.

+ 26%
+ 88%
- 23%
+ 29%

JHL-1



North Slope Loadings at Valdez
(Thousands of Barrels Per Day)

Destination-

West Coast I/
Panama
Virgin Islands 2/
Hawaii
Total

February March April
Percent Chanc
Mar. - Apr

/
1

710
792
63
76

,641

( 43%)
( 48%)
( 4%)
( 5%)
(100%)

798
809
50
36

1,693

( 47%)
( 48%)
( 3%)
( 2%)
(100%)

876
703
109
18

1,706

( 52%)
( 41%)
( 6%)
( 1%)
(100%)

+10%
-13%
+118%
-50%

+0.007%

JL/ Includes occasional Alaska shipments.
2/ Foreign-flag shipments via Cape Horn.

Thousands of Barrels Per Day

Panama ..Canal
Transits

Gulf Coast
East Coast
Puerto Rico
Total

February

450 ( 71%)
100 ( 16%)
83 ( 13%)

March

566 ( 69%)
188 ( 23%)
64 ( 8%)

633 (100%) 818 (100%)

April

552 ( 68%)
183 ( 23%)
74 ( 9%)
809 (100%)

Percent Change
Mar. - Apr.

2%
.2%

+ 2%
- 15%

JHL-2



North Slope Loadings at Valdez
(Thousands Of Barrels Per Day)

Destination

West Coast I/
Panama
Virgin Islands
Hawaii
Total

March April (r) May
Percent Chanc
Apr. - May

798 ( 47%)
809 ( 48%)

2/ 50 ( 3%)
36 ( 2%)

860 ( 51%)
719 ( 42%)
109 ( 6%)
18 ( 1%)

722 ( 48%)
602 ( 40%)
117 ( 8%)
53 ( 4%)

1,693 (100%) 1,706 (100%) 1,494 (100%)

I/ Includes occasional Alaska shipments.
2/ Foreign-flag shipments via Cape Horn,
(r) Revised

Thousands of Barrels Per Day

Panama Canal
Transits

Gulf Coast
East Coast
Puerto Rico
Total

March

566 ( 69%)
188 ( 23%)
64 ( 8%)

April

552 ( 68%)
183 ( 23%)
74 ( 9%)

466 ( 75%)
104 ( 17%)
49 ( 8%)

818 (100%) 809 (100%) 619 (100%)

Percent Cham
Apr. - May

- 16%
- 43%
- 34%
- 24%

JHL-3



North Slope Loadings at. Valdez
(Thousands of Barrels Per Day)

Destination

West Coast I/
Panama
Virgin Islands
Hawaii
Total

April (r) June
Percent Chang
May - June

860 ( 51%)
719 ( 42%)

2/ 109 ( 6%)-
18 ( 1%)

722 ( 47%)
640 { 42%)
117 ( 8%)
53 ( 3%)

735 ( 46%)
691 ( 44%)
121 ( 8%)
37-< 2%)

1,706 (100%) 1,532 (100%) 1,584 (100%)

JL/ Includes occasional Alaska shipments.
2/ Foreign-flag shipments via Cape Horn.
Tr) Revised

Thousands of Barrels Per Day

Panama Canal
Transits

Gulf Coast
•East Coast
Puerto Rico
Total

April

552 ( 68%)
183 ( 23%)
74 ( 9%)

May

466 ( 75%)
104 ( 17%)
49 ( 8%)

June

467 ( 65%)
151 ( 21%)
98 ( 14%)

809 (100%) 619 (100%) 716 (100%)

Percent Change
May - June

0
+ 45%
+ 100%
+ 16%

JHL-4



North Slope Loadings at Valdez
(Thousands of Barrels Per Day)

Destination

West Coast I/
Panama
Virgin Islands
Hawaii
Total

May (r) June July
Percent Chang<
June - July

722 ( 47%)
640 ( 42%)

2/ 117 ( 8%)
53 ( 3%)

735 ( 46%)
691 ( 44%)
121 ( 8%)
37 ( 2%)

850 ( 53%)
664 ( 41%)
57 ( 4%)
35 ( 2%)

1,532 (100%) 1/584 (100%) 1,606 (100%)

I/ Includes occasional Alaska shipments.
2/ Foreign-flag shipments via Cape Horn,
(r) Revised

Thousands of Barrels Per Day

Panama Canal
Transits

Gulf Coast
East Coast
Puerto Rico
Total

466
104
49

May

( 75%)
( 17%)
( 8%)

June

467 ( 65%)
151 ( 21%)
98 ( 14%)

Percent Chan:
June - July

406 ( 67%)
129 ( 21%)
70 ( 12%)

- 13%
- 15%
- 29%

619 (100%) 716 (100%) 605 (100%) - 16%

JHL-5



North Slope Loadings at Valdez
(Thousands of Barrels Per Day)

Destination

West Coast I/
Panama
Virgin Islands
Hawaii
Total

June August
Percent Chang
July - Aug

735 1
691 <

/ 121 <
37 1

; 46%)
; 44%)
: 8%)
: 2%)

850 i
664 i
57 i
35 1

( 53%)
( 41%)
[ 4%)
r 2%)

890
585
117
36

( 55%)
( 36%)
( 7%)
( 2%)

1,584 (100%) 1,606 (100%) 1,628 (100%)

J./ Includes occasional Alaska shipments.
J2/ Foreign-flag shipments via Cape Horn.

Thousands of Barrels Per Day

Panama Canal
Transits

Gulf Coast
East Coast
Puerto Rico
Total

June

467 ( 65%)
151 ( 21%)
98 ( 14%)

406 ( 67%)
129 ( 21%)
70 ( 12%)

August

553 ( 78%)
99 ( 14%)
60 ( 8%)

716 (100%) 605 (100%) 712 (100%)

Percent Change
July.̂ — Aug

+ 36%
- 23%
- 14%
+ 18%

JHL-6



North Slope Loadings at Valdez
(Thousands of Barrels Per Day)

West Coast I/
Panama
Virgin Islands
Hawaii
Total

850
664

2/ 57
35

1,606

( 53%)
( 41%)
( 4%)
( 2%)
(100%)

870 ( 54%)
605 ( 37%)

,117 ( 7%)
36 t 2%)

1,628 (100% )

oeocemoer

730
630
112
37

1,509

(
(
(
(

48%)
42%)
7%)
3%)

(100%)

Percent Chan<
Aug. - Sept

(r) revised
I/ Includes occasional Alaska shipments.
2/ Foreign-flag shipments via Cape Horn.

Thousands of Barrels Per Day

Panama Canal
Transits

Gulf Coast
East Coast
Puerto* Rico
Total

July

406 ( 67%)
129 ( 21%)
70 ( 12%)

August

553 ( 78%)
99 ( 14%)
60 ( 8%)

September

'470 ( 77%)
95 ( 16%)
44 ( 7%)

605 (100%7 712 (100%) 609 (100%)

Percent Chang
Aug. - Sept.

- 15%
4%

- 27%
- 14%

JHL-7



North Slope Loadings at Valdez
(Thousands of Barrels Per Day)

Destination August (r) September October
Percent Chan*
Sept. - Oct

West Coast I/
Panama
Virgin Islands
Hawaii
U.S. Gulf 3/
Total

I/

1

870
605
117
36
0

,628

( 54%)
( 37%)
( 7%)
( 2%)
( 0%)
(100%)

730
630
112
37
0

1,509

( 48%)
( 42%)
( 7%)
( 3%)
( 0%)
(100%)

768
728
116
44
17

1,673

( 46%)
( 43%)
( 7%)
( 3%)
( 1%)
(100%)

(r) revised
I/ Includes occasional Alaska shipments.
2/ Foreign-flag shipments via Cape Horn.
3/ Via Cape Horn

Thousands of Barrels Per Day

October.
Destination August September Canal Pipeline

Gulf Coast
East Coast
Puerto Rico
Total

553
99
60

(78%)
(14%)
( 8%)

470
95
44

(77%)
(16%)
7%)

307
54
29

(79%)
(14%)
( 7%)

191
58
55

(63%)
(19%)
(18%)

Total

497 (72%)
111 (16%)
85 (12%)

% Change
Sept.-Oct.

712(100%) 609(100%) 390(100%) 304(100%) 693(100%)

JHL-8



Name

SOU 10 OLUTE

Departure
Date

Nov. 22
, HOBIL HE
EXXON NORTH
HILLIAMSBURGH

/ CHEVRON MISSISSIPPI
PRINCE WILLIAM SOUND
ARCO TEXAS
B.T. ALASKA

- AMERICA SUN•-'
MARYLAND/

' EXXON NEK~ORLEANS''
HISSION SANTA CLARA

- KEI IA1
GLACIER BAX

- OVERSEAS
- EXXOH HOUSTON

Estimated
Volume Loaded

551,095
337,198

1,180,152
1,540,

48
11.124

615,262
1,246,275

552,227
306,257
«f»
239
842,090
552,391
832,694
489,334
882,475

50,458,048

Panama
Panama
Homer, AK
Long Beach
Panama
Panama
Cherry Point
Panama
San Francisco
Ban Francisco

Beach
Point, HI

Long
San FrancI
Panama

Estimated Total-Net Barrels Per Day

Destination

West Coast
Panama
Virgin Islands
Hawaii
Alaska
U.S. Gulf

•Foreign-flag shipments via Cape Horn

1.681,935

Total Barrels Per Pay

729,116
810,934

58,220
34,416
32,012
17,237

a
tr1

I

PANAMA CANAL TRANSITS

Haroe

~ f •\tofc'fc«iXaC<^

FETERSBUR
-ARCO SAG _._...
OVERSEAS ALASKA

- COVE NAVIGATOR
.OGDEN CHALLENGER
HECHES

- ARCO HERITAGE
- CONNECTICUT
-PETERSBURG-
BELCHER PORT EVERGLA

BELCHER 102
ARCO SAG-RIVE

_ OVERSEAS ABAfTC
-- PENNSYLVANIA TRADER

Departure
Date

Estimated
Volume Loaded

273,600
342,432
391,932
374,83,2
21MB 15

39,760
239,058
347 ,472
257,371

,432

DestinatioD

•

Estimated Total Het Barrels Per Dayi

391,932
374,832
233,410

4,322,876

Estimated Total Net Barrels Per Day to Gulf Coast<
Estimated Total Net Barrels Per Day to East Coasti
Estimated Total Net Barrels Per Day to Puerto Ricoi

144,096

132,514
11,582

0

Name
Departure Estimated
pate Volume Loaded 2/

Hnu. 16 258,602-

395,928
-"-"-4M.JB3

474,05?

17,156,785

Estimated Total Net Barrels per Day to Gulf Coasti
Estimated Total Net Barrels Per Day to East Coasti
Estimated Total Net Barrels Per Day to Puerto Rlcot

y OGDEN CHARGER"
A 6GDEN-CHAMPION-
X BALTIMORE-TRADER
* OVERSEAS-OHIO
X COVB-LIBERJ"

"East Coast
East Coast
Gulf Coast
East Coast
Gulf Coast

571,893

452,162
70,155
49,576

\/ Atlantic terminal of the Trans-Panama pipeline

I/ Actual long tons vere used when available



Name

ARCO TEXA
• ARCO FAIRBANK

ARCO JUNEAU
• GLACIER-BAV-
• WESTERN LION*
/ EXXON PHILADELPHIA''
ARCO PRUDHOE-BAV^
' SOHIO INTREPID^
/ AMERICA SUN-

•'/ EXXON HOUSTON
. OVERSEAS
MOBIL

Departure Estimated
Date Volume Loaded Destination.

1,806,257
615.262
822,98
822*98
652,391

r,811,697
520,934
J80.701
5*2*485
5527JJ
489,334
824,054
882,475

Point
ing Beach

Long Beach
Hunt ington Beach
Virgin Islands
San Francisco
Barbers Point,
Port Angeles
Cherry Point

Francisco

HI

9L Cher
4̂ -S4n
4 PanS

Panama

t!al ^ 48,464,264

Estimated Total Net Barrels Per Day . 1,563,363

Destination Total Barrels Per Day

West Coast
Panama
Virgin Islands
Alaska
Hawaii

762,927
645,433
108,517
15,492
30,994

'Foreign-flag shipments via Cape Horn

f
I

PANAMA CANAL TRANSITS

Mame
Departure
Date

OVERSEASN«IALIE
ARCO HERITAC
PETERSBURG

- COVE SAILOR
ARCO SAG RIVER
OGDEN CHALLENGER
COVE NAVIGATOR
-OVERSEAS ARCTIC
ARGO-HERrTAGE"
PETERSBURG-
CGVE-SAILOR

"14
17

Estimated
Volume Loaded

394,668
347,472
342,43
JJSffTB
391,932
239,760
218,815
374,832

342,439
238,478
218,815

3,695,586

Estimated Total Net Barrels Per Dayi

Estimated Total Net Barrels Per Day to Gulf Coasti
Estimated Total Net Barrels Per Day to East Coasti
Estimated Total Net Barrels Per Day to Puerto Rico:

DestinatU

ast
ulf Coast

Gulf Coast
Gulf Coast
East Coast
Gulf Coast
Puerto Rico
Gulf Coast
Gulf Coast
Gulf Coast
Gulf Coast
usrto Rico

119,212

92,452
12,643
14,117

el fame

< MOBItr-FUEl
f OVERSEAS-HASHI
/• HA6HINGTON-TRADER-
fi OVERSEAS-HATALIB-
l< TEXACO-CONNECTICUT
X OVERSEAS-ARCTIC—
* OVERSEAS-OHIO"
- EXXON SAN
X- OVERBEAR

Departure
Date

28
28

FRAJi

Estimated
Volume Loaded' 2/

213,034
642,895
m«
1,505

287,597
377,546

369,662

20,194,553

Destinati

"Coast
"Gulf Coast
East Coast
Gulf Coast
Gulf Coast
Gulf Coast
Gulf Coast
Gulf Coast
Gulf Coast

Estimated Total Net Barrels Per Dayi 651,437

Estimated Total Net Barrels Per Day to Gulf Coasti 523,298
Estimated Total Net Barrels Per Day to East Coasti 96,374
Estimated Total Net Barrels Per Day to Puerto Ricot 31,766

I/ Atlantic terminal of the Trans-Panama Pipeline
I/ Actual long tons were used when available
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

3.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

TABLE 1 .—

DISTRIBUTION OF ANS CRUDE r\ô *̂ -*- ?^~

Valdez Loadings (1982)

West Coast
Hawaii
Alaska
Panama V
Virgin Islands jf[/
U.S. Gulf 2/

Total

Panama Canal Shipments

Gulf Coast
East Coast
Puerto Rico

Total V

Note: I/ Differences
]2/ Transported

Columns may not sum to

The total of such

(Thousands barrels/day)

VOL.

761
38
19
697
101
3

1618

(1982)

511
122
67

700

«~r*"M̂
SNô -

%

47
2
1
43
6
0

100

73
17
10

100

due to timing and data sources. ;

via Cape.

totals, due to rounding.

shipments is substantially in excess of

what the U.S. West Coast can absorb, given

local production, as is shown in Table 2.

the region's
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1.

2. TABLE 2

3. WEST COAST SURPLUS OF ALASKAN CRUDE (1982)

4. (Millions barrels/day)

5. PADD V Demand for Oil Products 2.29

6. Less Alaska Demand .08

7. West Coast jL/ Demand for Oil Products
••-uA,. i-fi-u

8. Less West Coast! Production

9. West Coast Oil Deficit

10. Therefore, the maximum crude absorbable in the West Coast market
is OjJZ-8-* £/

11. " VCy
ANS Shipments via Valdez 1.60 <f— TCA-AS- 1

12.
Hence, ANS shipments are substantially in excess of U.S. West

.3. Coast requirements.

14. Note: I/ West Coast = PADD V excluding Alaska.
2/ Excludes stock changes, crude and product exports,

15. quality constraints, etc.

Q. What determines the price of Alaskan North Slope crude oil
17.

paid by a refiner in those geographical areas?
18.

A. The determining factors for ANS crude prices are the
19.

delivered cost of foreign oil in both the West Coast and
20.

Gulf Coast and the difference between the cost of
21.

transporting ANS crude from Valdez to the Gulf Coast and
22.

from Valdez to the West Coast. . .̂

Unlike other domestic crudes, there are no posted v̂*̂ 0

prices at the wellhead for ANS crude and most ANS crude ^
25. xV1'5"0

is priced on a delivered basis to the refiners. The price
26.
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1. of ANS in all areas must be competitive with other crude

2. available to refiners in those areas. Since readily

3. available additional crude supplies are limited to foreign

4. oil, the delivered price of foreign oil in each area sets

5. the ceiling price for ANS, just as it does for other

6. domestic crudes. Since the price of imports is

7. approximately the same on both the West Coast and the Gulf

8. Coast, the ceiling prices in the two areas are also

9. approximately the same.

10. The floor prices in the two regions, however, are not
<v ̂  \-S~C

11. the same. The transportation cost from Valdez to the West

12. Coast is substantially less than the transportation cost
*•' f M ~.<is"

.3. from Valdez to the Gulf Coast, so ANS producers prefer, of

14. course, to maximize their sales to the West Coast and only

15. ship their surplus to other areas. Thus the price at the

16. Gulf Coast should be at or near parity with the prices of

17. the principal crudes sold in that area. ANS producers would

18. not have to accept a lower price nor could they expect to

19. obtain a higher one. But the minimum price the producers

20. can be expected to accept on the West Coast is the price

21. they could obtain at the Gulf Coast minus the differential

22. between the cost of shipments from Valdez to the West Coast

23. and from Valdez to the Gulf Coast. Publ^cly^available

24. .-^information demonstrates that the West Coast prices for ANS

25. / crude have been at or above this floor but have not exceeded

26. the ceiling of import parity. This means that the West Coast
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1. price is generally below the Gulf Coast price.

2. Q. Is the value of ANS crude at Valdez determined by the cost

3. of producing ANS crude and delivering it to Valdez?

4. A. No, it is determined by the ANS delivered crude prices on

5. the West Coast and Gulf Coast minus the cost of transporting

6. the crude from Valdez to these respective regions. An

7. increase in the delivered cost at Valdez would not make the

8. crude any more valuable to refiners and there would be no

9. reason for them to pay more than at present. Thus a

10. producer would tend to lose sales volume if it raised its

11. prices at the West or Gulf Coast. Similarly, a decrease in

12. the delivered cost to Valdez would not make the crude any

13. less valuable to refiners. Consequently, a producer would

14. be able to dispose of its ANS production without having to

15. lower its prices. In sum, ANS crude is a price taker, which

16. is to say that its price is determined by the prices of the

17. other crudes in the regions in which it is sold. This is in

18. contrast to certain major foreign crudes which are price

19. makers, setting a price guide for determining the prices of

20. other crudes.

21. Q. Does Alaskan North Slope crude oil by itself exert any

22. pressure on prices for crude oil and refined products

23. world-wide?

24 . A. All crude oil supplies probably have some impact on world

25- oil prices. If there were no ANS production at all, so that

26 • the U.S. would have to import an extra^l. 6 "million B/D of

i IVvjvv.̂ jL
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1. crude, the world price of oil might be marginally h igher .

2. For the last 2-1/2 years, however, OPEC's available excess

3. producing capacity has consistently been a multiple of ANS

4. production. The absence of some or all of the ANS

5. production would not have reduced the surplus suf f ic ien t ly

6. to have allowed OPEC to avoid the price cut in 1983.

7. Q. Could Alaskan North Slope crude oil by itself exert any

8. pressure in the fu tu re on prices for crude oil and refined

9. products world-wide?

10. A. Given the present general expectation that world oil demand

11. will rise between now and 1995 while ANS production will

12. fall, ANS crude will become a less important factor in the

"3 . world oil marke t in the 1990's than in current times. Even

14. if there were to be a major new discovery in the North

15. Slope/Beaufort Sea region, the impact of ANS crude on world

16. oil prices is likely to be quite insignificant.

17. I have based my production estimates on work done by

18. the Alaskan Department of Natura l Resources (ADNR) . In its

19. recent forecast, used in the Alaskan Department o f - R e v e n u e ' s

20. "Petroleum Production Revenue Forecast, Quarterly Report
\ii csi,s/- -Via-- VCV%2 ^M-UU^, .-..«.-~-.-N.----̂ X ~-;*to-»~....:.o.-L-, "-^ *~BJ-:-S»J.V> 7^ rV\c«Jaiao_ tXo ĵ̂ -xxz* O A \ i \"?T

21. J-u-ne—196-3, " ADNR estimated that ANS production will grow

22. slightly from 1.61 million B/D in 1983 to a peak of 1.89

23. million B/D in 1989 and will then start declining. By 1990

24. it will be 1.72 million B/D and by 1995, 0.94 million B/D.

25. The Department's estimate to 1990 has a high probability of

-6. being correct, since it is based entirely on production from
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Table

World Oil Supply and Demand' (mbd)

1979 WO I9JI |Q*2 2Q82 3QK2 4Q82 1982 IQ83 2Q83 3Q83 4Q83 1983 I08» 7O84 I98'i

OIL DEMAND
IEA 38.6 36.0
Olher OECD 3.0 2.5
Non-OECD 10.4 10.7

TOTAL2 52.0 49.2

NON-OPEC OIL SUPPLY
OECD3 14.7 14.8
Developing Countries' 5.3 5.7
CPE Net Exports^ I.I 1.0
Processing Cains I.I 1.0

TOTAL 22.2 22.1

ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS 29.8 26.7

OPEC PRODUCTION
OPEC Crude Production 30.8 26.7
OPEC NGL Production 0.8 0.9

TOTAL 31.6 27.6

SUPPLV/DEMAND BALANCE +1.8 40.9
Of which I
• Commercial Stock
Change on Land in OECD 40.$ +0.3
Government Stock Change" 40.1 40.1
Balancing Item6 +I.I 40.J

Memorandum Items

TOTAL OIL SUPPLY 53.8 JO.I

OECD STOCKS ON LAND
(at beginning of period
Incl.government stocks)

Level (millions of tons) 417 451
Days of Consumption

in forward quarter 69 82

34.0 34.7 31.6 30.8 32.2 32.3 32. 30.4 30.1
2.3 2.3 2.1 1.8 2.1 2.1 2.2 2.0 1.7

10.8 10.6 J0.6 10.6 10.5 10.6 10.6 10.6 10.5

47.1 »7.6 44.3 43.2 44.8 45.0 44.9 43.0 42.3

15.0 15.1 15.2 15.2 15.4 15.2 15.5 15.5 15.9
6.3 6.6 6.9 7.2 7.4 7.0 7.1 7.4 7.3
I.I 1.4 1.5 1.5 1.4 1.5 1.4 1.6 1.5

L? L? M M iii . L2 o.* LS LO
23.4 24.1 24.5 24.9 25.5 24.7 24.9 25.5 25.7

23.7 25.5 19.8 18.3 19.5 20.3 20.0 17.3 16.6

22.5 19.7 17.6 18.3 19.5 18.8 15.3 16.5 18.0
JLO M? LO L? M L2 0.8 OJ 0.9

23.5 20.7 18.6 19.3 20.5 19.8 16.1 17.3 18.9

-0.2 -2.8 -1.2 +1.0 4l.O -0.5 -3.9 -0.2 42.1

-0.7 -2.4 -0.4 +0.5 -0.7 -0.7 -2.6 -O.J 4|.0
40.4 40.2 40.2 40.2 40.3 40.2 40.2 *0.2 40.2
+0.1 -0.6 -1.0 40.3 »!.» 0 -1.5 -O.I *!.!

33.3 31.5 31.3 31.7 V.5
1.9 1.9 1.9 1.7 1.8

10.5 ^0-J 10.6 10.6 10.6 i
45.7 4'i.0 4 '.8 41.5 44.9 n

15.7 15.7 15.7 15.' 15.7 &
7.5 7.4 7.5 7.3 7."
1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.1 S-
L3 L? L5 L? L2 tV ^

25.7 25.5 25.7 25.7 2^.8 2 a
•-<

f-' I
20.0 18.5 20.1 17.8 19.1 K ^

\
P 0 '/. -t, 3

Z o ''' .-
r 5 r if-̂,

r r *y ni- §•
rl f > ? ^ *:"P, „ < - -' is

(/.; U>

46.9 44.8 43.1 44.2 43.8 44.5 41.0 42.8 44.6 "0
(V

no

V' rt f ^ '*,/• ! p v ^
476 465 440 439 44» 443 4U 411 423 ^ 'tf }, fc I

^ -' • $
95 98 103 104 100 100 101 99 91 P

. . • _ - ^ s* v; -

* $ t t
' Forecast as of 24 June 1983 for the World outside Centrally Planned Economies (CPEs). There mny be minor Inconsistencies due lo rounding. The OECD demand estimates,; f y o

assume 1983 and 1984 economic growth in the OECD countries of about 1.9 percent and 3.2 percent. g, P. £_ £••
J Includes marine bunkers and refinery fuel. e *"' a
J Includes NGLs. ^ " y

C-| * This Is a net gain Including the gain In volume, as well as losses due to evaporation, etc. in the refining process. ' 5 " ^ ?
Sj ' Includes stocks owned directly by U.S., German, and Japanese governments but does not Include stocks of state-owned oil companies or public corporations established in y~ A r
tj some European countries to hold emergency reserves. ?", f C o
A ° Calculated by difference. Reflects stock changes outside OECD, changes In oil »t sea, and Statistical and reporting errors. V- r; j

• 3 , 4 , 1<i I <>'

MW^^^K^^^^^^^!'myfmf':i'~ ' '
-
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!• fields already discovered. Any discoveries from 1984 on are

2. highly unlikely to provide commercial production until after

3. 1990. Thus, for the next 7-8 years ANS production will

4. continue to come almost entirely from Prudhoe Bay and

5. Kuparuk. Beyond that period any oil production forecast is

6. bound to be less reliable. Different events than those

7. foreseen by the ADNR as occurring in the next few years

8. could result in different production volumes after 1990.

9. According to my estimates of world oil demand, as
OJji Rj\a. o~-s CFe. e.

10- interpolated from the f igures I presented to the World

11- Petroleum Congress in London in September 1983, total

12. non-communist oil production in 1995 is expected to amount

1-3. to 52-53 million B/D. The comparable f i gu re for 1982,
<iU« -ŝ ali-wÂ  VASrx o

14. according to the International Energy Agency (IEA), is only

15. 43 million B/D. Clearly, ANS production is expected to be
'>

16- of declining significance in the world oil market.

17. Suppose there were to be a major new discovery on the

18- North Slope, which came on stream in the early 1990"s. If

19. this were comparable to Kuparuk, which will become," at its

2°- peak, the second largest producing field in the U.S., then

21- it would increase ANS production by 250 thousand B/D in

22« 1995. This hypothetical increase would equal 0.5% of total
û  WIS" i^J, C_i£_y, l°° C7o •

23- free world supplies. Based°on the experience of the last 10

24 • years, an additional supply of this magnitude would not be

25- sufficient to have a perceptible effect on the determination

of world oil prices, regardless of whether these prices will
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1. be determined administratively or by market forces.

2. I would also like to point out in this connection that

3. the relatively modest world oil price reduction of 1983, the

4. first one since OPEC took on the role of setting world oil

5. prices, took place against the background of OPEC production

6. being reduced between 1979 and 1983 by the joint impact of a
^' o

7. 3 million B/D increase in non-OPEC oil production and a J-.-5"

8. million B/D decline in non-communist world oil demand. The

9. hypothetical ANS production increase pales in comparison to

10. such changes. Placed in context, then, the ability of ANS

11. crude to affect world oil prices is likely to be minimal.

12. Q. Does Alaskan North Slope crude oil set, or exert any

13. pressure on, the price of other oil bought by U.S. refiners,

14. either in California or the Gulf of Mexico?

15. A. The answer for the Gulf Coast is "no." In that market,

16. where the marginal supply source is imported oil, ANS crude

17. remains a price taker and thus has no significant impact,

18. actually or theoretically, on the prices of specific foreign

19. or domestic crudes paid by local refiners. This could

20. change in the future only if deliveries of ANS were to

21. JĤ — become large enough to displace essentially all imports into

22 ' frr^xW tne Gulf marke t . On the basis of all available forecasts

23. and projections of ANS production, this is an extremely
A-5-<X'-'̂ l2-ca

24. unlikely eventuality even in the distant future.

as I have said, the ANS price can
<-VrOvji'

range f rom a ceiling of parity wi th landed foreign crude to a
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1- floor set by the calculated netback value to the West Coast

2- of ANS crude delivered to the Gulf Coast. To the extent

3- that ANS prices at the West Coast are set below the ceiling,

4- in order to maximize deliveries to this market, the ceiling

5. for local crude prices is also affected. This is because

6. these crudes cannot be sold above parity with the lowest

7. priced supplemental crude, which at the West Coast is ANS,

8- not imported crude. Thus, West Coast refiners are likely to

9- be paying less for most of their crude supplies as a result

10 • of ANS shipments being available to that region than they

11- would be paying if there were no such shipments.

12 • Q. Based on your knowledge of the pricing of Alaskan North

3- Slope crude oil to refiners, do the TAPS tariff rates have

14. an effect on the price of that crude oil to domestic

!5. refiners?

16- A. .No. The pipeline tariff rates affect only the producer's

17« profitability but not the refiner's cost of ANS crude. I

18- have already explained that the cost of producing ANS crude

19> and transporting it from the wellhead to Valdez does not

play a part in setting its delivered price since Alaska is

2^-' not the marginal crude supply source for the U.S. This

• conclusion was succinctly summarized in the following

23> comment by the U.S. General Accounting Office in a letter to

24• Rep. Tom Bevill, Chairman, Subcommittee on Energy and Water

25' Development, September 30, 1982:

" " The concession granted the TAPS owners that
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1. Alaskan oil could be priced at world market
levels removes any current impact that pipeline

2. tariffs might have on petroleum product prices.
The level of the pipeline tariffs allowed the

3. TAPS companies only increases or decreases the
wellhead prices of their oil. While the

4. wellhead price is of significance to the State
of Alaska in terms of royalty and severance tax

5. collection, it has no effect on the prices paid
by oil refiners and thus no effect on end-user

6. prices.

7.

8. Role of TAPS in North Slope Development

9.

10. Q. Has TAPS had an effect to date on North Slope development?

11. A. The answer is an unequivocal "yes." Clearly, from the time
\. when TAPS commenced operating, and probably even from the

13. time when its construction was seen as a fait accompli, it

j.4. has had a positive influence on the development of existing

15. reserves and has contributed to the establishment of the

16. North Slope and the Beaufort Sea as regions of major

17. exploratory interest to a wide range of companies. This

18. view is supported by, for example, the report accompanying

19. S. 1081, Federal Lands Right of Way Act of 1973, June 12,

20. 1973, which said "A revival of intensive exploration effort

21. depends above all upon the commencement of pipeline

22. construction." It is also a view supported by a number of

23. leading Wall Street analysts. For example, Paul Liebman of

24. Paine Webber Mitchell Hutchins noted that "The nearness of **_

25. the Prudhoe Bay infrastructure and TAPS is a real plus for ^

^6• the Beaufort Sea oil development."



NUMBER OF COMPANIES BIDDING

NORTH SLOPE GRAND TOTAL

NON-AFFILIATED COMPANIES

&10-&
TOTAL: 29

AFFILIATED COMPANIES

•276
•301
.635

TOTAL:

11/04/83
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1- TAPS was built so that the Prudhoe Bay field - the

2. largest in U.S. history - could be produced and marketed.

3. Its construction was a major project, the largest privately

4. financed construction project in history. It is an example

5. of an American industrial project which, on its record to

6. date, has met its objective and performed its function in an

7. exemplary manner.

8. In the six years since the start-up of TAPS, the
\^~f^f> r*^>~AZ ̂

9. pipeline has carried more than 3 billion barrels of oil,
"̂ \~ '' )

10. roughly 16% of total U.S. production of crude and NGL over

11- that period. As the NPC study on Arctic Oil & Gas commented ,

12- "Successful operation of the [TAPS] system has been achieved

T-3. and it represents a model for future land pipelines and

14. terminals."

15. Q. Have you attempted to measure the amount of oil related

16- activity on the North Slope?

17. A. Yes, I have analyzed the publicly available data on Alaska
_ ,. , u > cA

18. leasing, exploration and development. ^ -â v̂ ar ̂ U -

19« Q. Would you br ief ly describe the f indings?

20. A. Overall , the analysis of the lease sales and the dri l l ing

21- data showed that a considerable number of companies are

22. intensely interested in part icipating in the development of

2 ^ . Nor th Slope/Beaufort Sea oil and, in many cases, are already

24- directly involved. The list of companies is comprised of

*-*• TAPS-aff iliated majors , non-affi l iated majors and

-6 ' non-majors. A substantial number of companies not



SCHEDULE SHOWING PERCENTAGE OWNERSHIP

Name of

oroducer

Amerada Hess

ARCO'

British Petroleum

Chevron

Exxon

Getty

Louisiana Land

Marathon

Mobil

Petro Lewis

Phillips

Sohio

'Union

OF P R U D H O E

OIL FIELD ,

BAY OIL FIELD, KUPARUK RIVER

AND TRANS-ALASKA

SYSTEM (TAPS)

PIPELINE

Percentage Ownership

Prudhoe Bay a/

0.5% 0 ' sv>^

21.7 •/
b/ Q . O O V - l

o.s /«-»«ir
21.7 */

. 0.5 o-ru.x-M

b/ a -0*11

b/ o o u T. •=<

2.1 v / i - o T M

0.1 o-^ -n

2.0- ' *'°^

50.4 7

0.0

Kuoaruk

0.0

57.0%

28.6 y

0.1

k/
0.0

0.0

0.0

0.4

0.0

0.0

9.5 -•

4.1

TAPS

1.5% v

21.4 a i - :

16.7 \ b - >

0.0
20.3 !!»•

0.0

0.0

0.0

4.1 V«

0.0

1.4 I - '

33.3 ^

1.3 v-

Marine Te:

x 1.:

iJ^ 21.;
,-ms- is.;

'-'
•W 20, (

0 - "

0 c :

^ M ? 5,;.

0 i V.

iS --••
,-^^ 33-.
bSH\ '

Notes:

a/After agreement in 1982 by the major interest owners on the final determinatic.

partic ipation.

b/Le'ss than 0.1 percent.

VoJo • -! £ J. ,

Sources: Prudhoe Bay oil field and Kuparuk River oil field data were obtained Iron -

Oil &
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1 < affiliated with TAPS owners have not only been bidding in

2. the lease sales but have been winning tracts; and not just

3^ speculative, fringe tracts but tracts which were of

4> sufficient potential to justify exploratory drilling.

5^ Q. Did you expect to find this diversity of oil companies

g^ active in Alaska?

7^ A. The enormous financial commitments required to develop

8_ reserves in the region severely limits the number of oil

9^ companies that could even hope to participate in a

10. meaningful way. I naturally expected to see the

HP TAPS-aff iliated majors because of their extensive activities

12. in the area over the years. These same companies include

12. the principal owners of Prudhoe Bay and Kuparuk reserves.
S><3-Vif> oj-no

14 ̂  -i vu.r They were active bidders in lease sales on the North Slope
HbS, Mbl

15s even before any commercial discoveries were made. Through

16. "̂ ^ their years of experience of operating in the harsh,
* fef-^j

ecologically fragile, Arctic environment, they have

necessarily developed skills, local resources, and a

19. knowledge of the area which makes them very competitive in

20. lease sales in Northern Alaska.

21. I also expected to see many non-affiliated majors

22. involved in the leasing. Like the affiliated majors, they

23. have the substantial financial resources which are a

24. prerequisite in much of the area. As I have demonstrated in

25. the reports issued by FIRING on U.S. drilling activity,

26. noted on page 3, major companies dominate the leasing and
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1. drilling in areas where large fields are either likely or

2. necessary. The North Slope is clearly such an area. The

3. high costs and poor location relative to the consuming

4. markets mean that the volume of reserves which need to be

5. found to make production economic is very large by U.S.

6. standards: certainly in excess of a hundred million barrels

7. even in the most favorable circumstances.

8. What was not so readily predictable was that at least a

9. dozen companies that are generally recognized as non-majors

10. would be current leaseholders in the area. Operating in

11. the frontier area of the Beaufort Sea, or even just on the

12' North Slope itself, is not comparable in any sense to

13. operating in the typical field in the lower-48, where

14. non-majors are very active. Nor is it the same as operating

15. in those well-established OCS areas of the Gulf of Mexico

16. where non-majors are presently highly involved. The

17. logistical and technical problems are much more severe, the

18. lead times longer, and the costs higher by an order of

19. magnitude.

20. Q. HOW have the non-majors been able to participate in North

21. Slope development?

22. A. Mainly through participating in bidding consortia. In this

23 • way, non-majors reduce their financial exposure on any one

24 • tract or play and spread their risk by being able to

25- participate in many more tracts for the same financial

26• outlay. Joint bidding is very common; it reportedly
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!• has accounted for 70% of all bids in Federal offshore

2. leasing and, according to our analysis, 72% of the bids in the

3. two Federal DCS sales held in Alaska since 1979.

4. Joint bidding still does not bring frontier exploration

5. within the financial grasp of the majority of non-majors,

6. particularly since partners are expected to have "the

7. capability to participate not only in the sale but also in

8. the exploration and development of any tracts that might be

9. purchased," to quote Gulf Oil. Nevertheless, joint biddingf^^ ̂

10. has given a non-major like Diamond Shamrock sufficient

11. direct access to the potentially huge Mukluk formation to
,/

12. increase substantially its attraction as an investment.^1

13. This is clearly reflected in several recent investor

14. analyses of Diamond Shamrock. It has also enabled another

15. non-major, Pogo Producing Company, to claim recently that
t

16. "small to medium size companies such as Pogo are perfectly

17. able to compete with the large oil and gas company bidders

18. in the OCS. We compete by joining with other bidders."

19- Q. Can you describe in detail how many lease sales have taken

20. place in the North Slope/Beaufort Sea areas and what were

21. the relative participation and success rates between TAPS

22. owners and non-owners?

23. A. Prior to the discovery of oil on the North Slope, the State

24 • had held three lease sales involving tracts in that region;

25- one in each of 1964, 1965 and 1967. Since the announcement

26• of the discovery of Prudhoe Bay, there have been a further 6
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

State lease sales and 5 Federal lease sales: 3 onshore and 2

in the OCS. One of the State sales was held in 1969, and

then there was approximately a ten-year hiatus in leasing

activity. The remaining ten sales all occurred between 1979

and 1983.

I have been unable to obtain complete data on the lease

sales held prior to 1979. The following analysis,

therefore, relates just to the ten most recent sales. Over

54% of the bids received in the Alaskan State sales were

offered by what appeared to me to be private individuals.

These entrepreneurs bid in, and won tracts in, each of the

five State lease sales, but did not bid in any of the

Federal lease sales. I assumed that these bids were

speculative; that the individuals concerned were bidding in

the anticipation of the profit that could be made from

reselling the lease if oil were discovered nearby but that

they themselves would not explore and develop their own

leases. I therefore excluded such bids from my analysis of

company participation.

Exhibit (JHL-2) shows the level of company

participation in the ten sales. Thirty-six companies bid at

least once, including the eight companies affiliated with

TAPS and four native corporations. Each of the companies

won at least one lease, either alone or as a member of a

consortium. Overall, the non-affiliated companies accounted

for approximately half the bids made and half of the winning
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!• bids. Therefore, the data do not indicate that

2- non-affiliated companies are at a bidding disadvantage in

3- the region.

4- In addition to these lease sales, the Arctic Slope

5- Regional Corporation has negotiated lease agreements with

6- Shell, Union/Amoco, Chevron and Texaco. These agreements

7- were reached through commercial negotiation, not through

8- competitive bidding and I have excluded them from the

9* preceding results.

10• Q. Can you explain the slow pace of federal/state lease sales?

11* A. The slow pace of lease sales during the 1970's can be

12• primarily attributed to the extremely complex negotiations

13• that took place in regard to land rights in Alaska and which

14• led to the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act of 1971 and

15- the Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act of 1980.

16• Of course the leasing of the DCS areas in Alaska was

17• also inhibited by the cumbersome and slow mechanism

18• applicable to all OCS leasing, which seemed to defy all

19• attempts at change despite policy commitments by both

20 • Presidents Nixon and Carter to significantly higher leasing L
,-t̂ -"" "~" "

91 ~&
- • rates. As the Department of the Interior commented in July
op

1982 when announcing approval of the new 5-year OCS oil and

* gas leasing program, only 2-1/2% of the OCS had been leased

in the preceding 28 years, almost all in the Gulf of

Mexico. Federal onshore leasing was fu r the r constrained

because the two areas considered to have the best prospects
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1. for major accumulations of hydrocarbons — the National

2. Petroleum Reserve, Alaska (NPRA) and the Arctic National

3. Wildlife Refuge (ANWR) — were not available for exploration

4. by private companies. This situation was changed for the

5. NPRA in December 1980, when Congress authorized an

6. "expeditious oil and gas leasing program" and lease sales
•i

7. commenced in 1982. However, the legislative ban on drilling **~_,—,—. — -• f) rs! j uc. p,

8. in the ANWR remains. l^j,̂  *<£^~ca •x-Js^o- u .̂**
Co-̂ «̂ v̂ 3=-«-̂  <VJ. 'N,

9. The State of Alaska was not a supporter of the attempts

10. in the 1970's to accelerate frontier leasing. Its

11. opposition to the current 5 year OCS oil and gas leasing

12. program has been much stronger and led the State to file a

13. lawsuit challenging the legality of the program. In sharp

14. contrast, the oil industry was in total support of

15. accelerated leasing in the 1970's and, in almost all cases,

16. continues to support the concept in its current form of

17. area-wide leasing.

18. Q. What effect, if any, have the TAPS rates had on lease sales

19. in the North Slope/Beaufort Sea?

20. A. I conclude that the TAPS rates have had no negative effect

21. on the pace of the federal or state leasing programs, or in

22. the desire of industry to participate actively in them. To

23. the extent that the pace and participation levels have been

24. affected, this has been due to one or more of the

25. following: the uncertainty about land ownership, about the

26. presence of hydrocarbons, or about world oil prices; the
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1. high cost of the technologies required; and the perennial

2. threat and occasional institution of environmentally related

3. lawsuits.

4. Q. What have been the major oil discoveries on Alaska's North

5. Slope?

6. .A. The reserves found to date are dominated by Prudhoe Bay and

7. Kuparuk/ the only producing fields in the region. Prudhoe

8. Bay is the largest oil field ever discovered in the U.S. It

9. is estimated to have 9.6 billion barrels of proven

10. reserves. Kuparuk is one of the 10 largest fields ever

11. discovered in the U.S. and is estimated to have 1.5 billion

12. barrels of proven reserves.

13. Q. What estimates have been made of probable additional

14. reserves?

15. A. In its January 1983 "5 Year Oil and Gas Leasing Program,"

16. the State of Alaska reported a most likely estimate of

17. proven and probable reserves in the other fields on

18. currently leased state lands on the North Slope of 1.6

19. billion barrels. This would bring total proven and probable

20. reserves to 12.7 billion barrels, of which about 25% has

21. already been produced. All of the reserves included in this

22. estimate are on tracts leased in the 1960's, with the

23. exception of part of the Sag Delta reservoir which extends

24. onto tracts leased in the joint Federal/State Beaufort Sea

25. lease sale of 1979. There have been no other announced

26. discoveries yet on the more recently leased state land, in
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1. the NPRAfor on the OCS — although that could change after

2. this winter's drilling.

3. Q. What activity has occurred on the leases on the North

4. Slope/Beaufort Sea subsequent to the lease sales?

5. A. It would be fair to say that the region, like the rest of

6. the State, has still only been very lightly drilled. There

7. are a number of reasons for this slow pace, none related to

8. the tariff. I have already discussed one - the paucity of

9. lease sales over the 1970"s. Additionally, as in all high

10. cost areas, drilling proceeds at a very conservative speed.

11. The pace of activity on the leases has also been impeded by

12. litigation, drilling restrictions and permitting delays.

13. For example, the joint Federal and State Beaufort Sea lease

14. sale was held in December 1979. The lease awards were

15. delayed because of two injunctions: one brought in the

16. federal courts by environmentalists, charging violations of

17. both the National Environmental Policy Act and the

18. Endangered Species Act; and one brought in the Alaskan

19. courts by representatives of the Eskimo communities. Even

20. after this litigation was resolved, activity on the tracts

21. could not proceed uninterrupted because the lease terms

22. restricted drilling to just November to March each year.

23. Drilling obviously occurred prior to 1977 on tracts

24. leased in the 1960's and commercial finds were made then -

25. notably Prudhoe Bay and Kuparuk. However, I decided to

26. examine the drilling, starting in 1977, the year in which
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2 4 .

25.

26 .

the pipeline began operation and Prudhoe Bay production

started. Table 3 shows the exploratory drilling

North Slope over the period 1977-1982:

TABLE 3

EXPLORATORY DRILLING IN ALASKA

1977 1978 1979 1980 1981

Alaska

Completions:
oil/gas 3 2 1 0 0
Abandoned 8 4 6 6 8
TOTAL 11 6 7 6 8

Other:
Dril l ing 2 3 4 5 11
Suspended 7 11 7 7 11
TOTAL 9 14 11 12 22

TOTAL ACTIVE 20 20 18 18 30

Arctic Foothills and Arctic Slope, Alaska

Completions:
oil/gas 0 1 0 0 0
Abandoned 3 3 3 2 6
TOTAL 3 4 3 2 6

Other:
Drilling 1 1 2 5 11
Suspended 7 7 5 5 ' 9
TOTAL 8 8 7 10 20

TOTAL ACTIVE 11 12 10 12 26

Source: 1982 Statistical Report of the Alaska Oil and
Conservation Commission.

in the

1982

1
13
14

1
6
7

21

1

1
10
11

0
6
6

17

Gas

Leasing on the North Slope recommenced in 1979. That

year was also when the world oil price started to

levels which would make the development of fields

rise to

other than
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1. mega-fields like Prudhoe Bay at least potentially possible.

2. Table 3 clearly shows how exploratory drilling on the North

3. Slope responded to the combination of the two stimuli. The

4. number of active exploratory wells averaged 11 per year from

5. 1977 to 1980. It more than doubled in 1981 as activity

6. increased by companies commencing to drill on their

7. post-1978 North Slope/Beaufort Sea leases. The number of

8. active exploratory wells in 1982 was lower than in 1981,

9. presumably because companies paused to assess the results of

10. their 1981-82 drilling. However, the number of active wells

11. remained more than 50% above the pre-1981 trend level. The

12. table also shows that although lease sales were held

13. elsewhere in Alaska during the hiatus in North Slope leasing

14. and from 1979 onward, the North Slope became the focus for

15. exploratory drilling while such activity declined in the
I

16. rest of the State.

17. In addition, I examined specifically all the

18. exploratory drilling that has taken place, or has been

19. permitted, on the North Slope from the beginning of 1980

20. through the first seven months of 1983. I selected this

21. period to encompass the step-up in drilling activity

22. observed in the drilling summaries shown in Table 3

23. and to include the most recently available data. These

24. drilling data were compiled primarily from the Annual

25. Statistical Reports issued by the Alaskan Oil and Gas

26. Conservation Commission and from the Alaska Report issued
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!• weekly by Petroleum Information. They included five wells

2- drilled on native land during the four years. I excluded

3- these from the analysis.

4- During the first two years, 1980-1981, I found that

5- there were a total of twenty wells completed, abandoned or

6* suspended. Eight companies unaffiliated with TAPS

7- participated in drilling eleven of these wells and one of

8- these eight companies was a drilling operator.

9- During the succeeding two years, 1982-1983, there were

10- a total of 31 wells completed, spudded or permitted. In

H- addition, there were thirteen wells drilled on the Milne

12- Point field and two on the West Sak field. Using standard

13- classification procedures, the State has classified these as

-1-4' development wells but they can reasonably be included here

15« since no decision has yet been announced to develop either

16« Milne Point or West Sak. The inclusion of these wells

17> raises the number to 46 in total, with seventeen companies

18• unaffiliated with TAPS participating in 25 of the wells.

•"• That means two thirds of the companies engaged in North

20> Slope exploratory drilling since 1982 were non-affiliated to

21' TAPS owners. Thus, participation in drilling operations by

* non-affiliated companies increased sharply in the second

3> half of the period I studied, reflecting an increase over

time in the number of non-affiliated companies winning

25> tracts.

Q. What is the significance of the large percentage of
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1* non-affiliated companies which are involved in drilling?

*• A. In my view this level of non-affi l iated participation in

3- drill ing indicates that companies not aff i l ia ted with TAPS

^' have been able to win or share in leases which are

5> attractive enough to warrant early drilling.

6 > Q. In addition to the two producing fields, what is the status

7 > of development of the known fields/reservoirs of the North
n

Slope which are not yet producing?

9> A. Potentially commercial accumulations of oil have been

identified in a number of locations on the North Slope. No

11 • development decisions have yet been announced for any of

them. However, based on public statements by some of the

working interest owners, the development of three fields,

* namely, Milne Point, Endicott (Sag Delta/Duck Island) and

5> 'Lisburne is under active consideration. If these were to be

1'fi ' ;developed, Amoco, Conoco, Champlin, Cities Service, and

* Reading and Bates, all companies not affiliated with TAPS,

1R would join the list of companies with North Slope production.

There are five other areas which have been established

20 as containing substantial volumes of oil or gas (by lower-48

21" * standards) but where the process of reaching a development
22

decision is apparently less advanced. These are Flaxman

23 Island/Point Thompson, the Ugnu cretaceous, Gwydyr Bay, West
24

Mikkelsen, and Kavik .

Q. Why haven' t these fields been developed yet?
26. ' ,

A. For many of them, the answer is that it is a matter of time:
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1- the necessary time from when the world oil prices rose

2. sharply (1979/1980) to when the reservoirs could be

3- adequately delineated. It is generally not possible to

4. separate out the individual factors affecting the

5. profitability of each field and identify any one as being

6. the reason for development not having occurred. There are a

7. few exceptions: Kavik has shown itself to be gas prone and

8- so is unsuitable for development until there is a gas

9. pipeline; and part of the Ugnu cretaceous contains heavy

1°- crude for which there is currently no suitable production

11- technique.

12* Q. Has the level of the TAPS rates had a crucially significant

13. effect on the rate of the development of these known

14- fields/reservoirs?

15• A. I have found no evidence to link the TAPS tariff rates to

16. the pace of development of these fields and reservoirs. In

I7- all the documents and reports which I reviewed, none of the

18 • companies ever referred to the TAPS tariffs as inhibiting

19 • its ability to develop its reserves although certain

20- companies have, from time to time, referred to other factors

21- as having a significant effect on their decisions.

22< Typically these were: the recent extreme uncertainty in the

^' world price of oil; reservoir delineation problems, creating

• substantial uncertainty over the volume of oil in place;

") S • technical production problems because of oil quality and

reservoir structure; and concern over potential increases in
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1. Alaskan state taxes and the possible elimination of the

2. Windfall Profit Tax (WPT) exemption for newly discovered

3. Arctic oil.

4. The lack of references to the significance of the TAPS

5. t a r i f f rates to development of these reserves has to be

6. viewed in light of the fact that most of the fields have

7. non-owner participants and in two of the units — Milne

8. Point and Gwydyr Bay — the non-owners are overwhelmingly

9. dominant.

10. Based solely on the evidence to date — active

11. participation by diverse types of oil companies in bidding,

12. leasing, exploration and development of ANS areas — I would

13. conclude that the TAPS tariff rates have not had any

14. crucially significant effect on the decisions of companies

15. to participate in North Slope activity.

16.

17. Future North Slope Bidding, Exploration,
And Development Activity

18.

19. Q. Looking now to the fu tu re , what do you foresee will be the

20. ef fect of the TAPS tar i f f rates on decisions on North Slope

21. bidding, exploration and development?

22. A. Conclusions about the ef fect of the TAPS t a r i f f rates on

23. these decisions can be drawn from the framework in which oil

24. companies reach their decisions to compete in lease sales,

25. to explore for oil and gas and to develop discovered

26. reserves. Because M r . Hamric addresses this decision-making
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1- process in his testimony, I will not describe the process in

2 - detail. The purpose of my analysis is to determine if and

3- when the t a r i f f rates have a critical effect on what are, at

4 - heart, economic decisions.

5- Q. Would you briefly outline the steps of a company's

6- bidding/exploration decision-making process?

7' A. As I understand the process, the company's geologists and

8- geophysicists first determine what areas have any potential

9- for hydrocarbons. Once that is determined, the company

10- chooses those areas which fit within its overall exploration

11* strategy and then sets about increasing its geological and

1-2 • geophysical knowledge of the area.

13. Q. Would you explain what you mean by an exploration strategy?

14 • A. An exploration strategy essentially sets out a company's

15- determination of how it will allocate its exploration

16- resources, particularly money. In creating its strategy,

17- the company will have certain corporate objectives which are

18 • influenced in part by the company's size, structure and

l^' style. By considering factors such as geographic

20- concentration of its activity, political stability of an

21* area, local fiscal regimes, and geologic risk, it will try

• to build a portfolio of projects which best achieve its

23* objectives while maintaining an acceptable balance between

risks and reward. Strategies will necessarily differ

between companies. Gulf Oil, for example, has adopted a

"frontier strategy" in which its emphasis is on winning good
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1- tracts in frontier areas so that it has at least the

2. possibility of a big strike.

3. Q. What would be the next phase in the decision-making process?

4. A. If the continuing geologic and geophysical work is

5. encouraging, and the area is put up for lease, the company

6. would then determine the tracts in which it is interested

7. and evaluate them.

8. Q. What would be considered in the evaluation of tracts?

9. A. In evaluating tracts, which is to say determining the

10. profitability of exploring and developing them, the many

11. factors that must be considered fall broadly into three basic

12. categories: geologic, engineering and economic. The geologic

13. factors are used to estimate the volume of reserves and the

14. production profile for the oil or gas. The engineering

15. factors are used to estimate the timing and level of

16. expenditures necessary to explore, develop and operate on

17. the tract. Finally, the economic factors are used in

18. combination with the geologic and engineering factors to

19. estimate the revenue from selling the oil and gas and the

20. return that would be earned from developing the tract.

21. This tract evaluation is based on an assumption that

22. oil or gas will be present. At the bidding stage, a company

23. does not know that; therefore, the cost and likelihood of a

24• dry hole must be built into the calculation. Otherwise, a

25. company would violate the tenet which is basic to

26. exploration: successes must pay for failures.
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1. There are three comments I would like to make about the

2. factors that I have just been talking about. Firstly, they

3. are not all equally significant with respect to their effect

4. on a company's interest in a tract. Secondly, the detail

5. which goes into the three main components of the evaluation

6. will vary depending on the extent of the information

7. available and the sophistication and size of the bidding

8. company. And thirdly, the estimates that are made are

9. subject t o m u c h uncertainty. Or, as ft-be—GAO comme n t ed^; ̂ ^ ^

10. "Inherent in any economic evaluation of oil and gas
T> "jj

11. prospects is a meager amount of information containing large *"~">"

12. degrees of uncertainty."

13. Q. Do any of the specific factors which are considered in

14. evaluating a tract have a crucially significant effect on

15. the decision to bid on the North Slope?

16. A. I would have to say that the real driving force behind a

17. company's decision to bid in a lease sale in the North

18. Slope/Beaufort Sea region is the belief that oil is present

19. in the area in large quantities. Quite simply, an-

20. exploration company is in the business of f inding oil. Once

21. a company believes that a tract has the potential to be part

22. of a major field, it is my opinion, as well as the reported

23. opinion of the industry and the Department of the Interior,

24. that the r i sk of a dry hole, oil versus gas, the world price

25. of oil and the volume of recoverable reserves could each be

26. crucially s ignif icant to a company's bidding decision.
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1. The first factor is crucial to a company's exploration

2. strategy and its attempts to diversify a portfolio of

3. projects on the basis of risk. The second of these — oil

4. versus gas — is peculiar to the North Slope because of the

5. lack of any gas pipeline to transport supplies to the

6. consuming areas. Twenty-six TCF of Alaskan gas, more than

7. 10% of U.S. proved reserves, has been shut in on the North

8. Slope since Prudhoe Bay was discovered in 1968. Until work

9. starts on a transportation system for gas from the North

10. Slope, finding gas is no better than a dry hole.

11. Finally, the price of oil and volumes of recoverable

12. reserves are crucial for two reasons. First, unless they

13. can be reasonably projected to be above a threshold level,

14. the tract can never be profitable. Second, changes in the

15. estimated value of these factors, e.g., from the minimum

16. projected by the company to the maximum, result in

17. substantial changes in the profit picture for a tract, no

18. matter which financial measurement of success the company

19. uses.

20. Q. You mentioned the uncertainty associated with the factors

21. that companies consider in evaluating the worth of a North

22• Slope tract. Can you illustrate what you mean?

23- A. Yes. Suppose we just consider the price of oil and the

24. volume of reserves. It is almost superfluous to point out

25- how wrong the forecasts of oil prices have been over the

2^- last fifteen years. The consequence of this uncertainty is
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that most planning is judged against a range of plausible

2.
price scenarios. In the 1982 Annual Report to Congress,

published in April 1983 by the DOE, the low and high price

4* scenarios differed by $20/Bbl (1982 ?) in 1990.

Turning to reserves, I would like to illustrate in two

different ways that, despite the sophistication of today's

geological and geophysical techniques, there is no way to
P

know, other than by drilling and developing, whether a tract

9> will be a producer ar id,~if so, in what amount. Firstly, the

10- report "Oil and Gas in Offshore Tracts: Estimates Before and

11- After Drilling," published in Science in August 1979,

12. compared the estimates of recoverable hydrocarbons per tract

13. made by the U.S. Geological Survey both prior to an OCS

14. lease sale and af ter drilling. The authors' conclusion was

15. that the data indicated that the U.S.G.S. ability to predict

16. the volume of recoverable resources under OCS tracts

17. appeared to be limited to a factor of 10, i.e., on their

18. past record, the volume of recoverable reserves discovered

19. by drilling could be anywhere from 1/10 of the U.S.G.S.

20. pre-sale estimate to 10 times the pre-sale estimate.

21. Secondly, in the last ten years, there have been a number of

22. examples of areas which were thought by the industry, the

23. U.S.G.S. and most other experts, to be near certainties to

24. contain large accumulations of oil and gas and yet which

25. have failed to yield any commercial discoveries although a

26. number of wells were drilled. For example, companies spent
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1- billions in the Baltimore Canyon, off the coast of New

2. Jersey, and in the Destin Dome, offshore Florida, without

3. finding oil in commercial quantities. The Gulf of Alaska is

4. a third example, where, as ARCO was reported to have

5. commented earlier in 1983, "we thought the Gulf of Alaska

6. promised all the oil we'd ever need. All we got was 10 dry

7. holes."

8. The myriad uncertainties associated with the evaluation

9- of a tract are also reflected in the differences between

1°- bids made by companies competing for the same tract. It is

11- common for the winning bid to be considerably higher than

12- the second-highest bid. For example, the four highest

13« winning bids in the Diapir Field sale, totalling ?807

14. million, exceeded the second-highest bids on the same tracts

15. by $351 million or 77%. Also, in a paper entitled, "Money

16- Left on the Table in Sealed Competitive Bidding Federal OCS

17• Oil and Gas Lease Bids," ORSA/TIMS Meeting Nov. 17-19, 1975,

18- analyzing all the OCS sales held between 1954 and May 1975,

19 • Elmer Dougherty and John Lohrenz calculated that the high

20 • bidders paid 88% more than necessary to win the 2514

21- leases. For the most part, neither high bidders nor low

22 • bidders have any claim to privileged knowledge. Thus the

2^- bidding differences suggest that the companies' estimates of

24 • the most important factors differed substantially.

25> Q. In light of all this uncertainty, how can a company evaluate

26• the worth of a tract?
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1. A. The oil industry has been among the pioneers in the use of

2. techniques which were developed to aid decision-making in

3. situations where there is considerable uncertainty about

4. forecasting the values of factors which could have a

5. significant impact on the outcome of the decision. In this

6. case, where the decision in question is whether to bid or

7. explore, such factors would include the factors I have

8. already explained, for example, the world price of oil. The

9. . techniques available include: Input Variable Ranging,

10. Decision Trees and Monte Carlo Analysis. The choice of

11. technique will depend on, among other things, the quality of

12. the data available, and the company itself.

13. Each of the techniques can be used to calculate whether

14. the decision to bid is likely to be a profitable decision.

15. The standard approach, apparently, is to use the Net Present

16. Value (NPV) as the financial yardstick, the NPV being the

17. estimate of the value of winning the lease over and above

18. meeting the minimum rate of return acceptable to the

19. company. In addition, each of the techniques can also be

20. used to indicate how much the worth of the tract could vary

21. from the calculated likely value, i.e., measure the

22. financial risk to the company. Cities Service is on record

23. as saying, "A description of the variations may be the most

24. useful information available to the decision maker" — a

25. view which I would expect would be common to many in the

26. industry.
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1- Q. What do you understand is the next phase in the

2. decision-making process?

3. A. A decision must be made as to whether and how much to bid.

4. What I have been describing are the factors which affect the

5. evaluation of the oil and gas resources which it is hoped

60 will be discovered and produced. In deciding how much to

7. bid, an estimate would have to be made not of the value of

S. the oil and gas reserves but of the market value of the

go lease, i.e. , the value of the right to explore. Thus, the

10. bid would be affected by other considerations such as a

He company's bidding strategy, its financial resources and its

12. estimates of financial risk. In the case of a bidding

'2 consortium, the bid level selected would need to be

•i* compatible with the analyses of each of the partners.

,5 A company wants neither to bid more for a tract than is

., necessary for it to obtain that tract nor to win more tracts
JL o •

. _ in a lease sale than it can afford. A bidding strategy is a
J. / •

company's attempt to avoid these problems. In formulating
18 .

such a strategy it must consider: the amount of money it
j. y .

has available, where and how to concentrate its bid, the
20.

quality of its financial analysis, and what the competition
4* X •

will do.
22.

If companies were to abide by their bidding strategies,
+• 3 •

theory suggests that the bids made would be lower than the
* CL/"* ̂ f' î <~oc,

26.

expected tract values. However, as Professor Mead of the

Univ-ersity. ...of— California at Santa Barbara pointed out, many
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1- businessmen will not risk losing a lease to satisfy some

2. mathematical representation of a lease sale. In such

3- instances, companies could decide to bid above their

4. expected value. In either case, the company is moving away

5. from its own estimate of resource value.

6. Q. If all these factors you describe are relevant in

7. formulating a company's bid, what role do evaluation models

8. play in the bidding/exploration decision?

9- A. The bidding/exploration decision that is finally made by a

10- company is a blend of all the subjective and objective

11- factors and uncertainties which I have briefly described and

12. which Mr. Hamric details in his testimony. It is not just a

13. direct transposition of the value calculated by an

14. evaluation model to the piece of paper setting forth its

15. sealed bid. As it was vividly described in the paper

16. "Private Sector Supply Forecasting and Decision Making,"

I7- prepared for the Energy Modeling Forum of Stanford

18. University:

19- The exploration investment decision must be -
understood in the context of the culture of the

20- U.S. oil and gas business. From its birth, this
culture has been characterized by a certain

21- amount of flamboyance, machismo and 'romance1.
(This latter term, as it is used in the

22. industry, generally connotes the opportunity to
make a great deal of money).... This cultural

23. tradition creates a special environment in the
context of which the use of models must be

24 • viewed.

25< As Cities Service described it "the exploration model is a

26.
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1- supplement, and not a substitute for human decision and

2- experience."

3- Q. Would a change in the TAPS tariff rates play such a

4. significant role in a company's assessment of North Slope or

5. Beaufort Sea tracts that a change in them could affect the

6« number of lease sale bidders?

7. A. If the target on the North Slope is to increase exploration

8. and development activity then the question should be whether

9. the TAPS tariff rates play such a significant role in a

10. company's assessments of North Slope tracts that they would

H- affect the number of tracts receiving serious bids. From my

12- analysis it appears that most tracts at a North Slope or

13- Beaufort Sea lease sale fall into one of two categories:

14- those which are perceived to have high potential and those

15« which are perceived to be highly speculative. This was

16- clearly the case with the Diapir Field sale, DCS sale 71.

17. Sixty-three percent of the tracts received no bid, and 20

18- percent received a bid of at least twice the required

19> minimum, with bids reaching 266 times the minimum acceptable

20- level.

21- High potential tracts are the ones that the industry

22* focuses on and which attract the majority of the bidding.
*} "j

*"" Of course, a tract can only have one winner. Thus even if a

24 • change in the tariff rates were to increase the number of

bidders for tracts that would have been bid on anyway, this
n r

would not result in any net gain in activity.
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!• Tracts which are highly speculative, i.e., thought to

2« lack resource potential, receive no bid at all, or

3. occasionally receive the minimum as a "long shot". In such

4. cases, development will not occur unless activity on other

5. tracts indicates reserves are present after all. Changing

60 an economic factor such as a pipeline tariff would not

/. change the view that such tracts are speculative and so

8. would not affect the seriousness of the bid.

9, This leaves the limited number of those tracts which

10. fall between these two extremes. Would a change in the

11. level of the TAPS tariff alter a company's perception of

12. such a tract from being "too unattractive to merit a bid" to

3. "worth winning, with the intent of conducting an exploration

14 m program including it"? I would conclude that it is highly

^5 improbable that this would happen. The GAO supports this

•ĵ g conclusion in its report "FERC ' s Proposed 1983 Budget for

17 . the Trans Alaska Pipeline System Case" (GAO/EMD 82-130):

18 '-•'"»"••*£ lw"f*- U.S. Geological Survey officials told us they
were not convinced that the level of TAPS t~^ <E <̂
transportation t a r i f f s was significant. They ,

19. *>o~ said that , because other exploration and
development costs for that area are so high, the "̂

20* o«t cT . t a r i f f levels would not influence a company's '=\ decision to increase its exploration

o— ̂ > activities. None of the off ic ia ls was aware of '~ ̂  *\
any price-sensitivity studies on developing

• Alaskan reserves and questioned whether economic
theories on the issue would be as applicable to

3* Alaskan oil as they might be to lower 48
reserves.24 .

Overall, I would conclude that it is most unlikely that a
4* 3 •

change in the TAPS t a r i f f rates would cause a company to
26.
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1. have a serious interest in a tract which it would otherwise

2. disregard. In other words, a change in the rates would

3. probably not increase the number of lease sale bidders.

4. Moreover, if the company were intending to bid anyway then,

5. to the extent that its bid level is directly influenced by

60 its economic calculations, a decrease in the tariff would

7. only tend to increase the bonus or royalty share bid. In

8. that case, the lessor rather than the leaseholder would be

90 the principal beneficiary of a tariff reduction.

10. Q. On what do you base your conclusion that a change in the

11 m TAPS tariff rates would not affect a company's perception of

120 the in-between tracts?

3 A. Any change in costs, prices or other economic variables

•i, would necessarily either improve or worsen the estimated

,£- tract value calculated by a model. However, as I explained,

ic the financial models provide just one of the inputs to an
16'
17 exploration decision. The decison of whether to bid and

what to bid is influenced by a number of factors, many of
J.O .

which are qualitative and non-economic. Amidst all the riskJ. y.
and uncertainty, the oil company aims to make a robust

£\) 9

decision; one that will not be reversed by minor changes
21.

that are within the range of uncertainty inherent in the
£. £. .

particular economic forecasts and which cause "noise" in the
23.

financial evaluations which are contributing to the
24.

decision. Put in context, I believe that any conceivable
<• J •

reduction in the TAPS tariff rates can be considered such a
v 26.
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1. minor change and that it is most improbable that it would

2. cause a company to have serious interest in bidding for and

3. exploring on a tract which it would otherwise disregard.

4. Q. Once exploration indicates that hydrocarbons may exist in

5. commercial quantities, what factors would affect the

6. decision whether to develop a tract on the Alaskan North

7. Slope or in the Beaufort Sea?

8. A. The majority of the factors are the same as those that were

9. considered at the previous stages. However, two important

10. questions have been at least partially answered: whether

11. there are any hydrocarbons present at all and, if so,

12. whether they are predominately oil or gas. A development

^3. decision differs also in that the time between the decision

14. and the expected start-up of production is shorter and the

15. decision involves a substantially greater commitment of

16. capital.

17. Q. Could you briefly describe your understanding of the

18. decision-making process at the development stage?

19. A. The process used to reach a decision to develop a tract

20. would be similar to that used to reach a bidding decision.

21. In both cases, the decision is based on a blend of quanti-

22. tative factors, for example, the expected financial worth of

23. the investment or the company's capital constraints, and of

2^. qualitative factors such as strategic exploration

25. objectives. However, the blend at the development stage is

26. weighted more towards the quantitative factors.
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!• Financial analyses consider all the quantitative

2- factors that affect the cost and revenue flows for the

3- development project. The estimated rate of return on the

4. investment is the result of the interplay of all these

5- factors. A company will attempt to assess the risk attached

6. to the investment by testing how the project's rate of

7- return changes as the estimated values of the input factors

8- are changed to reflect the uncertainty in those estimates.

9- The emphasis on this financial risk is generally greater at

10• the development stage than it was at the bidding stage

H- because of the tremendous commitment of capital.

12< Q. From your analysis do you believe that there is still risk

3- and uncertainty associated with a development decision?

14. A. Yes, I do, although less so than with a bidding decision

15• because of the increased amount of geological and

16« geophysical data available to the company. For example, the

I7- world oil price is independent of the decisions made on the

18' North Slope and so there is no a priori reason why the

19- uncertainty in this factor would have reduced at all. Also,

20• although the reservoir has been better defined, the volume

21* of oil that will finally be producible from it is still a

22' highly subjective estimate. The reserve revisions, both

* positive and negative, which are made every year by the oil

24 • companies give some indication of this. The generally

2 S accepted premise is that the volume of oil which can be

J" recovered from a reservoir is not known until the final
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1« barrel is produced.

2. Q. Does any one factor have a crucially significant effect on a

3. decision to develop a North Slope tract?

4. A. The one factor that can be said to be crucial is the volume

5. of reserves. If companies drill either a succession of dry

6. holes or holes which indicate that reserves exist in only

7. non-commercial quantities, then the leases will be

8. abandoned. Sometimes the evidence is so clear that the

9. companies will return the leases early to avoid the lease

10- rental fees. This has happened in the Prudhoe uplands and

11- in the Gulf of Alaska. However, if a company believes that

12. the evidence from its exploratory drilling indicates that

3- reserves may exist in commercial quantities, then the single

14- most important criterion for developing the discovery will

15. have been met. ,

16. The world price of oil is also a crucially significant

17. factor as demonstrated by recent history. Prior to 1979,

18. the level of the world price of oil was too low to allow any

19. field on the North Slope to be developed economically unless

20- it proved to be another mega-field. On smaller fields, the

21« income at the wellhead was insufficient to cover the per

22. barrel costs of development and production. Following the

2^« price increases of 1979 and 1980, it is no longer the case

2^' that only a mega-field can be developed. This is

25> demonstrated by the decision of the participants in the

"°* Kuparuk field to proceed with development after the world
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1. oil price had increased to $25.00 a barrel although the 1.5

2. billion barrel reserves were left undeveloped for the

3. preceding ten years. Regardless of who was the owner of the

4. TAPS pipeline and what the tariff rate was, Kuparuk would

5. not have been developed prior to 1980.

6. Q. Are the other factors that you have noted as relevant to a

7. development decision not crucially significant then?

8. A. Apart from this fundamental consideration of reserve size,

9. it would be misleading to single out any one factor and

10. refer to it as crucially significant in every set of

11. circumstances. The financial analysis done by a leaseholder

12. before he makes his development decision combines all the

•̂3. factors and the question really is whether the combination

14. produces an attractive investment opportunity.

15. The development decision for any particular field is

16. unique because each field has.different characteristics.

17. One field may need a particularly long pipeline connection

18. to TAPS. With pipeline costs higher than those in the

19. lower-48, the capital cost of a pipeline becomes comparable

20. to or even exceeds the capital investment in the development

21. facilities such as wells, etc. Another field may have a

22. shallow pay zone and poor flow rates. Such a field would

23. need more investment in development facilities to achieve a

24- satisfactory rate of oil production. For example, it would

~5. require a higher well density or the earlier introduction of

26• secondary or enhanced recovery techniques. These kinds of
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differences are evident between the fields identified so far

on the North Slope.

3. If some field characteristics present a particular

4- technical problem which has no current solution, then it

5. would be reasonable to label that factor as crucially

6. significant: development cannot proceed until the technical

7. problem is solved. Otherwise, the decision to develop or

8- not is based on the expected return on the investment, which

9- depends on the combination of all the factors. A change in

10- any factor would make some change in that expected

11- profitability. A factor is sometimes singled out as being

12. significant to a particular marginal field. However, a

3- change in an exogenous factor, maybe a reduction in the

14. discount rate or an increase in world oil prices, could

15- increase the return on the project at least as much. Thus

16- the company might proceed with the development even though

I"7- the factor originally singled out as a significant deterrent

18* has not changed at all.

19- Q. Could the TAPS tariff rates prove to be crucially -

20- significant in a leaseholder's decision to develop a tract?

21• A. I have found no evidence that they have ever been a

^ 9• crucially significant factor for any field or reservoir on

23> the North Slope. As I have shown, the pipeline tariffs

"• would have no significant effect on bidding and exploration

decisions, since at the North Slope such decisions would be

based on the expectation that the resultant discoveries
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!• would be non-marginal, i.e. large discoveries with no

2- intractable production problems. If this expectation proves

3- to be correct, development of the discovery would be

4« undertaken as planned, given existing tariff rates. An

5- example of such a development is the Kuparuk field which

6. contains about one-eighth of the reserves of the Prudhoe Bay

7- field but is profitable for its operators irrespective of

8- the return on their investment in the TAPS pipeline. This

9- is so despite the fact that Kuparuk oil costs more to

1°- produce, is of poorer quality than Prudhoe Bay oil and has a

11- higher transportation cost because of the connecting

12. pipeline from Kuparuk to TAPS.

-L3. Q. DO you reach the same conclusion in regard to a marginally

14. commercial field?

15 • A. In general, I do reach the same conclusion. The marginally

16- commercial field presents a different problem from the

I"7* fields I just discussed, since, by definition, it does not

18• represent the stated goal of companies involved in

19- exploration on the North Slope and the adjacent frontier

2°- areas. All the factors that go into the leaseholder's

21• analysis of such a field are, therefore, more important and

22> subject to greater scrutiny.

23- As I have already pointed out, no one factor in and of

24• itself can be characterized as crucially significant in this

"5" analysis. The level of the TAPS tariff rates would change

to some extent the rate of return calculated on any
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1. particular set of parameters. In some cases, this might

2. increase the rate of return enough to classify it as

3. acceptable; in other cases it would not. Whether the

4. overall effect of a tariff reduction would change a previous

5. decision of deferral to one of development would depend on

6. the extent of the overall uncertainty, on the project itself

7. and on the criteria the company uses for reaching its

8. decision. If the expected value of the rate of return of

9. the marginal field in question moves above the investment

10. hurdle rate due to the TAPS tariff reduction, I could not

11. categorically rule out the possibility that in a specific

12. instance the tariff level would be a significant factor in

13. determining whether to develop the discovery now or at some

14. later time when economic conditions may be more propitious.

15. I can say that that occurrence is quite improbable.
t

16. Q. Does this conclude your testimony?

17. A. Yes, it does.

18.

19.

20.
«

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.
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NORTH SLOPE/BEMFCRT SEA LEASE SALES

Federal PCS

TAPS-Affiliated Companies
C o m p a n i e s C o m p a n i e s
Bidding Winning

, Beaufort Sea - BF 6
Diapir Field - 71 8
Total 2/ 8

Federal Onshore

NPRA - 821 4
NPRS - 822 3
NPRA - 831 3
Total 2/ 5

State

Beaufort Sea - 30 8
Prudhoe Uplands - 31 5
Beaufort Sea - 36 5
Prudhoe Uplands - 34 4
Beaufort Sea - 39 5
Total 2/ 8

Total All Sales 2/ 8 '

Note I/ Excludes bids by individuals.

6
8
8

4
2
2
4

8
4
5
4
4
8

Non-Affiliated Companies ̂
Companies Cbnpanies Share of ~~ Share of
Bidding Winning Bids Made Winning Bids

14
15
23

8
7
7
9

19
4
7
5
9

22

28

13
14
22

6
6
6
9

17
4
5
4
8

22

28

43
56
53

52
58
52
53

44
36
61
45
61
46

50

39
57
54

58
55
62
59

36
35
56
32
54
38

49

~2/ Numbers do not sum because the same companies bid in different sales.
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